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The trading of derivatives such as futures, options, and over-the-counter (OTC) products or “swaps” may not be suitable for all investors. Derivatives trading involves substantial risk of loss, and you
should fully understand those risks prior to trading. Past financial results are not necessarily indicative of future performance. All references to futures and options on futures trading are made
solely on behalf of the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc., a member of the National Futures Association (“NFA”) and registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(“CFTC”) as a futures commission merchant. All references to and discussion of OTC products or swaps are made solely on behalf of INTL FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a member of the NFA and
provisionally registered with the CFTC as a swap dealer IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or firms who qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who
have been accepted as customers of IFM.

This material should be construed as the solicitation of trading strategies and/or services provided by the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc., or IFM, as noted in this presentation.

Neither the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. nor IFM is responsible for any redistribution of this material by third parties or any trading decisions taken by persons not intended to view
this material. Information contained herein was obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the author, and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions or viewpoints of the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. or IFM.

All forecasting statements made within this material represent the opinions of the author unless otherwise noted. Factual information believed to reliable, was used to formulate these
statements of opinion; but we cannot guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the information being relied upon. Accordingly, these statements do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints
employed by the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. or IFM. All forecasts of market conditions are inherently subjective and speculative, and actual results and subsequent forecasts may
vary significantly from these forecasts. No assurance or guarantee is made that these forecasts will be achieved. Any examples given are provided for illustrative purposes only, and no
representation is being made that any person will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those examples.

Reproduction or use in any format without authorization is forbidden. © Copyright 2020. All rights reserved.



We are a diversified global financial services organization providing execution, risk management and advisory 
services, market intelligence and clearing services across asset classes and markets around the world.
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Our Credentials in Energy

We execute
~$16 billion 

in energy contracts 
on behalf of our 

clients each year. 

Our 
customers 

have an 
excess of 

80,000 MW 
of electric 

generation.

We assist in 
the purchase 

of 
2,600,000+ 

MWh of 
electricity 
each year.

We have presented 
risk management 

programs to 
13 state regulatory 

commissions on 
behalf of IOUs.

We have developed over 
80 risk management programs 

on behalf of our customers. 

Our customers purchase 
10% of the natural gas consumed 

in the U.S. annually. We have 
executed 

over 
$7,500,000 
in contracts 

for green 
initiative 
programs 
including 

RECs 
and 

carbon 
allowances.



Energy Hedging 2019 Survey



LDC 3 Year Trends Combined 3 Year TrendsGas for Electric 3 Year Trends

Advance Hedge Horizon Requirement Prior to a Season/Month?

HORIZON LDC Gas for Electric Combined

2019 Range Approx.  0.5 year – 2 years Approx. 1 year – 4 years Approx.  0.75 year – 3 years

Source:  FCStone Hedge Survey 2019

Hedge Horizon: Minimum and Maximum



(Includes Options and Fixed Price Positions, But Does Not Include First of the Month or Daily Purchases)

% Forecasted Load Volume That Can Be Hedged Prior to a Season/Month?

LDC 3 Year Trends Combined 3 Year TrendsGas for Electric 3 Year Trends

VOLUME LDC Gas for Electric Combined

2019 Range Approx.  30% – 70% Approx. 35% – 85% Approx.  30% - 70%

Source:  FCStone Hedge Survey 2019

Hedge Volume:  Minimum and Maximum



If you have an Electricity Portfolio – do you hedge it and how?

Observations:
• 60% of those with Power Portfolios, hedge primarily with Purchased Power 
• None hedge Excess Generation alone and limited respondents hedge both Purchased Power and Excess Generation
• Of those using Financial products, ICE has more frequency than NYMEX or Bilateral product alternatives

Financial
50% 

Physical
50% 

ICE NYMEX Bilateral

67%

33% 33%

Power Hedging

Source:  FCStone Hedge Survey 2019



In what energy space do you execute NG hedges for your hedge plan? 

The Physical/Financial 
Market Ratio

Observations:
• The Financial/Physical Mix in 2019 results matched 2018 survey results
• Cleared Market use increased to 81% in 2019 up from 73% in 2018

Cleared
Markets

Physical 
Markets

Bilateral 
Markets

Physical and Financial Markets

Source:  FCStone Hedge Survey 2019



If you execute NG hedges in the Markets below, what tools do you use?

Other = Storage Gas Purchased in Summer

Physical Markets Bilateral MarketsCleared Markets

Source:  FCStone Hedge Survey 2019

Physical and Financial Markets



Market & Pricing Alternatives



Energy Markets Overview

Client

Physical Cleared Bilateral



What is an ISDA
The ISDA Master Agreement (ISDA) is the standard contract used to govern all over-the-counter (OTC) 
derivatives transactions entered into between counterparties. Transactions across different asset classes 
and products are often documented under the same agreement.

The purpose of the ISDA is to set out provisions governing the counterparties’ overall relationship. There 
are a number of different versions of the ISDA.

ISDAs cover 5 main areas:

Events In the context of the ISDA, this refers to things that happen outside the contract that may affect the counterparties’ respective ability to perform 
their obligations under their transactions (i.e. Failure to pay/deliver, Bankruptcy, etc.).

Payments and Deliveries While the economic terms of a transaction are contained in the confirming evidence of that transaction – its confirmation –
there are a number of provisions that may affect or modify both the level and timing of payments/deliveries and the manner in which 
payments/deliveries are made.

Close Out and Netting The agreement outlines how the termination process operates.  Additionally, the ISDA contains important provisions to ensure 
that one counterparty’s financial exposure to the other across all transactions is capable of being determined on a net basis. This has important benefits 
from a credit risk mitigation and regulatory capital perspective, and is a crucial element of the ISDA.

Disputes The ISDA establishes how the counterparties should resolve any disputes that might arise in respect of their overall trading relationship.

Contract Formation and Legal Relations The ISDA also contains a number of provisions aimed at creating a legally effective and robust contractual 
relationship between the counterparties - including provisions on how the contract might be amended and any representations made by the parties.



 An exchange of cash flows at an agreed-to price paid at pre-determined 
intervals over the life of the transaction.

 A privately negotiated agreement between two parties at specified terms 
which fix the price, the quantity, the maturity or tenor and, in the case of 
energy-based swaps, might set location, energy publication and delivery 
point.

 For energy swaps that reference an index it is typical to have a monthly 
settlement price, which equals the differential of the contract fixed price 
and the index price in the publication for that month’s date.

 If index price > swap contract fixed price, then seller pays buyer the 
differential

 If index price < swap contract fixed price, then buyer pays seller the 
differential

What is a Bilateral Transaction (OTC & Swap)?



For each matched trade…

 Buyer and seller are each other’s counterparty
 Credit risk management responsibility falls to both buyer and seller
 Offset of initial position must be with the original party

Bilateral Process

Client Client



• The financial strength of the exchange and its clearing system is based upon 
the combined financial capability of its clearing member firms, which include 
the largest and most well capitalized names in the financial services industries, 
energy, and metals industries 

• Upon acceptance of a trade, the clearing organization, in effect, becomes the 
seller to every buyer and the buyer to every seller

The primary purpose of the exchange system is to preserve the marketplace’s financial integrity.
It provides a centralized marketplace to increase market efficiency through the competition among many
buyers and sellers.

• Increased Liquidity
• Price Discovery
• Preserve Financial Integrity
• Legally Binding
• Ease of Entry & Exit

Regulated Exchange Benefits

Financial Strength

What is a Cleared Transaction (Futures)?

Old Way

New Way



A firm commitment to deliver or receive 
a specified quantity 

and grade of a commodity 
at a specific location 

within a designated month.

 Futures contracts are freely transferable among a diverse, large number of buyers and 
sellers

 All contract terms are fixed, with the exception of price and quantity/contract: 
Natural Gas -- 10,000 MMBtu/contract – NYMEX & ICE
Natural Gas – 2,500 MMBtu/contract – NYMEX & ICE
Electricity -- 1 Mwh peak /off-peak  - NYMEX & ICE 
Electricity -- 50 Mwh peak /off-peak – NYMEX & ICE

 Futures contracts are successful when the underlying commodity is volatile and the 
underlying physical products are interchangeable for purposes of shipment and storage

 Futures contracts are used by hedgers primarily as a pricing mechanism

What is a Futures Contract?



For each matched trade, the exchange’s Clearing House…

 Is substituted as the buyer to the seller
 Is substituted as the seller to the buyer
 Eliminates counter-party credit risk 

(the clearing house guarantees performance)
 Futures positions can be offset by executing an equal but opposite transaction 

with anyone, not necessarily the original party

Clearing Process

Client Clearing 
Member

Clearing 
House

Clearing 
Member Client



MEDIUM CREDIT RISK MITIGATION

CLEARED

• Centralized clearing offers a transparent, regulated means for managing counterparty risk
• Serving as the buyer to every seller’s clearing member and the seller to every clearing member, clearinghouses maintain market integrity and 

capital protections 
• This protection against broader market defaults arises from the requirement of collateral for all cleared positions 
• A brokerage agreement is established with futures clearing merchants 
• Credit risk associated with clearing transacting through the margining requirements is tied to the clearinghouse utilized for financial hedges

PHYSICAL
• The utility can consider using only shorter-term physical transactions 
• Standardized energy contracts such as NAESB or EEI/WSPP negotiated for this transacting under an authorized duration (e.g. 3 months)
• To protect against this credit risk exposure, the utility closes watches delivery and payment performance
• If longer term transacting is desired – the steps below should be followed with respect to Counterparty selection

BILATERAL 

• Counterparty risk managed by selecting creditworthy counterparties and monitoring those companies’ credit strength
• Credit ratings (S&P/ Moody’s / Fitch) are an important part of this selection/monitoring process 
• An ISDA standardized contract negotiated 
• Credit limits are negotiated based on the status of the rating at the time the ISDA contract is signed 
• Consequences to the limit level are defined based on credit rating decline schedules 
• Mark-to-market exposure levels are monitored against set margin thresholds

Available Pricing Alternatives



Clearing Trade Example

PRE-TRADE

•Establish a 
clearing 
account with a 
clearing 
member

•Submit 
registration 
forms and 
establish 
connection to 
exchange

•After clearing 
firm review of 
financials and 
credit, product 
and contract 
limits are set

TRADE 
EXECUTION

•Execute a  
hedge via 
screen trade or 
through broker 

•Trade 
processes into 
clearing 
account within 
5–10 minutes 
and posts on 
daily prelim

•Access client 
account at 
clearing firm to 
review end-of-
day positions

MARGIN 
PROCESS

• Initial margin 
requirements 
sent to 
clearing firm 
overnight for 
payment next 
trading day

•Margin 
requirements 
sent to client 
between 8:00 
am–9:00am 
that morning

•Wire transfer 
via Fed funds 
sent by 
1:00pm 
and/or 
received by 
4:00pm

SETTLEMENT 
PROCESS

•Within the 
contract 
month, margin 
requirements 
reduce as each 
day rolls off 
the calendar

•Upon final 
settlement of 
the contract 
month, margin 
is returned to 
the client



Futures Margin

• Required of buyers and sellers of futures
• Not a down payment

Performance bond

Quoted in dollars per contract

• Commodity
• Price level
• Market volatility

Margin amounts vary by…

• Usually 5% - 20% of contract value
• Provides leverage

Relatively small percentage of contract value



Natural Gas Margin Example

This example 
does not 
include 
commissions 
and fees.

Position 
Requirements

Number of Contracts: 1 ACB = Beginning Account Balance
Margin per Contract: $2,000 $2,000 OTE = Open Trade Equity

TE = Total Equity

Date Price Mark-to-Market Description of
Change credit debit credit debit Transaction

$0 ACB
10/1/2018 $2.90 $0 OTE

$0 TE

$2,000 $2,000 ACB Margin Call
10/2/2018 $3.00 $0.10 $1,000 OTE

$3,000 TE

$1,000 $1,000 ACB $1,000 Excess margin
10/3/2018 $3.08 $0.18 $1,800 OTE

$2,800 TE

$800 $200 ACB $800 Excess margin
10/4/2018 $2.95 $0.05 $500 OTE

$700 TE

$1,300 $1,500 ACB Margin Call
10/5/2018 $3.19 $0.29 $2,900 OTE

$4,400 TE

Total Cash $1,500

Buy 1 March Futures 
@ $2.90

Funds at Company Company Funds at FCM

Cash Flow Illustration
Hedge Strategy: Fixed Price Margin Example for 10,000 mmBtu of March 2019 Natural Gas



Option Definitions

CALL OPTION
Right to BUY

PUT OPTION
Right to SELL

BUY
BUYING RIGHT TO BUY

PAY PREMIUM

BUYING RIGHT TO SELL

PAY PREMIUM

SELL

SELLING RIGHT TO BUY

IF OPTION IS EXERCISED –
TAKE ON OBLIGATION TO 

SELL FUTURE

COLLECT PREMIUM

SELLING RIGHT TO SELL

IF OPTION IS EXERCISED –
TAKE ON OBLIGATION TO 

BUY FUTURE

COLLECT PREMIUM

Buying an Option:   The right but not the obligation to buy or sell a commodity 
at a specific price over a specific period of time for a premium.

Selling an Option:   The obligation to buy or sell a commodity at a specific price 
over a specific period of time if buyer chooses to exercise the option.  
The seller receives a premium.



=    INSURANCE PREMIUM
=    Length of policy
=    Deductible
=    Actuarial table

Strike/Exercise The price at which an option holder may buy or sell the underlying asset
Price:

Exercise: The action taken by the holder of an option either to buy or sell the 
underlying asset at the option’s strike price

Premium: The cost of an option; paid by the buyer to the seller of the option

Contract Month:  The date on which an option or futures contract expires

“Buy 1 March 2020 2.75 Natural Gas Calls @ $0.25”

OPTION PREMIUM   
Time until expiration 

Strike vs Futures price  
Volatility

Option Explanation

Indication only, does not include commissions and fees



Different Option Contracts

American Style Options

• American style options 
can be exercised at any 
time by the buyer on 
any day up to option 
expiration.

• American style options 
are exercised/assigned 
into futures based on 
the strike price and the 
settlement price of the 
underlying futures on 
the business day 
immediately preceding 
the expiration of the 
underlying futures 
contract.

European Style Options

• European style options 
cannot be exercised at 
any time by the buyer 
on any day up to option 
expiration.

• European style options 
are financially settled 
based on the strike 
price and the 
settlement price of the 
underlying futures on 
the business day 
immediately preceding 
the expiration of the 
underlying futures 
contract.

Asian Style Options

• Asian style options are 
an average price option 
based on an average 
price of the underlying 
future over a pre-
defined period.

• Asian style options are 
financially settled 
based on the strike 
price and the 
settlement price of the 
underlying futures after 
the settlement of the 
futures.



Basis Terminology
DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN CASH AND FUTURES
Basis is the relationship between the cash price and the futures price of the commodity 
being hedged. The difference between the cash price and the future price tend to converge 
at delivery location on expiration.

 Transportation/Transmission
 Terms (Quality, etc.)
 Local Supply & Demand

Basis differentials tend to become more predictable as a futures contract 
matures and price discovery becomes more transparent.



Hedge Examples



$2.00

$0.15

$0.05

Natural Gas Cost Breakdown (MMBtu) - $3.25

Pipeline & 
Balancing Charges

Natural Gas

Local
Distribution Charge

•Sales & Gross Receipts Taxes

$0.75

$0.30

•Gross Margin
•Scheduling/Balancing

Pr
ic

es
 F

or
 E

xa
m

pl
e 

Pu
rp

os
es

COST COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Regulatory

Competitive 
Negotiation

•Customer Charge
•Delivery Charge
•Misc. Fees

•Interstate Transportation
•Fuel Losses
•Usage Imbalances

•Wellhead production

DETERMINANT

Risk 
Management 
Planning And 
Competitive 
Negotiation

Competitive Negotiation 
And Tariff/Pass-Thru

Retail Adder 

Tariff/Pass-Thru

Pass-Thru

The Cost of Natural Gas



Index Pricing

• The buyer or seller will fix the price at a monthly/daily index based on a posted cash price 
or NYMEX/ICE price  

• Currently the commonly used pricing mechanism for many regulated energy providers 

• A viable pricing tool for energy purchases when prices are at extremely high levels or 
energy sales when prices are at extremely low levels  

• Rationale behind index pricing is to avoid fixed pricing that results in a loss

INDEX 



Source:  Futuresource

Index Example – Jan 2021



FIXED 

Fixed Price

• A company will fix prices for multiple months or seasons up to several years 

• Short-term fixed price contracts are attractive when a company wants to lock in prices 
during volatile price periods such as winter or shoulder months  

• The price of the contract may be structured so that the cost is the same each year-
creating a base price with a yearly escalator  

• A long-term fixed price contract is attractive when prices are at extremely low levels that 
are not expected to hold for a long period of time

Market Price

Fixed Pricing



ACTIVITY ON FEBRUARY 24, 2020

Buy a Jan 2021 futures contract at $2.536

NET STRUCTURE

Maximum cost of $2.536

Minimum cost of $2.536

Fixed Example – Jan 2021

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Cost = $2.536

Cost = $2.536

Feb 24 
2020

3.053



Fixed Example – Jan 2021
 A gas buyer determines winter natural gas consumption volume requirements for January 2021 to be 10,000 mmbtu and

purchases a Jan NG futures contract @ $2.54 to protect against an increase in prices.

 On December 29 2020, the gas buyer sells out the futures position on the last day of trading and simultaneously
purchases the needed gas in the physical market

 The chart below reflects the buyer’s hedge results given a settlement of March prices @ $5.00 or a settlement of March
prices @ $2.00

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Settlement Price at 5.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB 
24

Jan
fut @ 
2.54

DEC 
29

Jan
fut @ 
5.00

Jan
phy @ 
5.00

Result 2.46
profit

5.00
purchase

SUMMARY:  5.00 – 2.46 = 2.54 net cost SUMMARY:  2.00 + .54 = 2.54 net cost

Settlement Price at 2.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB 
24

Jan
fut @ 
2.54

DEC 
29

Jan
fut @ 
2.00

Jan
phy @ 
2.00

Result .54
loss

2.00
purchase



A Cap       Buying a call option
Gives the buyer the option of purchasing energy at a predetermined maximum strike 
level without the obligation of buying at that level.
The buyer pays a premium similar to an insurance payment.  

If the market prices….
•  rise above the high price strike, the buyer is protected at that price
•  remain lower than the high price strike, the buyer accepts the lower price

CAP

Cap Price (Strike + Premium)

Market Price

Strike

Cap Pricing



ACTIVITY ON  FEBRUARY 24, 2020
Buy a Jan 2021 call option with $2.75 strike price

Net initial premium paid = $0.20

NET STRUCTURE
Maximum cost of $2.95 ($2.75 strike + $0.20 net premium)

Unlimited repricing potential below $2.75 strike, + $0.20 premium

Cap Example – Jan 2021

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Cost = Market Price + $0.20 Premium

Cost = $2.95 ($2.75 Strike + $0.20 Premium)
3.053

Feb 24 
2020

Indication only, not tradeable



Cap Example – Jan 2021
 A gas buyer determines winter natural gas consumption volume requirements for January 2021 to be 10,000 mmbtu and

purchases a Jan NG $2.75 call option @ $.20 to protect against an increase in prices.

 On December 28/29 2020, the gas buyer exercises the call option (long futures at $2.75) or lets it expire and sells out
any futures position and simultaneously purchases the needed gas in the physical market

 The chart below reflects the buyer’s hedge results given a settlement of March prices @ $5.00 or a settlement of March
prices @ $2.00

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Settlement Price at 5.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB
24

Jan 2.75 
call @
.20

DEC
28/29

Exercise  
fut @ 
2.75

Jan
fut @ 
5.00

Jan
phy @ 
5.00

Result 2.05
profit

5.00
purchase

SUMMARY:  5.00 – 2.05 = 2.95 net cost SUMMARY:  2.00 + .20 = 2.20 net cost

Settlement Price at 2.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB
24

Jan 2.75 
call @
.20

DEC
28/29

Jan
2.75
call exp

Jan
phy @ 
2.00

Result .20
Loss

2.00
purchase

Indication only, not tradeable



A Collar Buying a call and selling a put
Gives the buyer an obligation and an option at the outer range of two prices 

If the market prices….
•  rise above the high price strike, the buyer is protected at that price. 
•  fall through the low price, the buyer accepts the lower price. 
•  fall between the high and low price so that neither party exercises its 

options, the buyer purchases energy at the market price.

Collar Pricing

COLLAR

FLOOR

CAP
Market Price

Collar Price

Strike

Strike



ACTIVITY ON  FEBRUARY 24, 2020
Buy a Jan 21 call option (cap) with $2.80 strike price for a 
$0.19 premium

Sell a Jan 21 put option (floor) with $2.35 strike price for a 
$0.19 premium

Net initial premium cost = $0

NET STRUCTURE
Maximum cost of $2.80 ($2.80 + $0 net premium)

Minimum cost of $2.35 ($2.35 put strike + $0 net premium)

Cost = Market Price

Cost = $2.80

Cost = $2.35

Note:  The inclusion of an uncovered short option position has the potential 
to include some significant margin calls.

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Collar Example – Jan 2021

3.053

Feb 24 
2020

Indication only, not tradeable



 A gas buyer determines winter natural gas consumption volume requirements for January 2021 to be 10,000 mmbtu and
purchases a Jan NG $2.80 call option @ $.19 and sells a $2.35 put option @ $.19 to protect against an increase in prices.

 On December 28/29 2020, the gas buyer exercises the call option (long futures at $2.80), gets assigned a futures position (long
futures at $2.35) and sells out any futures position, or lets them expire and simultaneously purchases the needed gas in the
physical market

 The chart below reflects the buyer’s hedge results given a settlement of March prices @ $5.00 or a settlement of March prices @
$2.50 or a settlement of March prices @ $2.00

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Settlement Price at 2.50

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB
24

Jan 2.80 
call 
@ .19

Jan 2.35
Put
@ .19

DEC
29

Call
Option 
Expires

Put
Option
Expires

Jan
phy @ 
2.50

Result .00 
Profit

2.50
Purchase

SUMMARY:  5.00 – 2.20 = 2.80 net cost SUMMARY:  2.00 + .35 = 2.35 net cost

Settlement Price at 2.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB
24

Jan 2.80 
call 
@ .19

Jan 2.35
Put
@ .19

DEC
29

Assign
fut @ 
2.35
Call
Expires

Jan
fut @ 
2.00

Jan
phy @ 
2.00

Result .35
Loss

2.00
Purchase

Settlement Price at 5.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

FEB
24

Jan 2.80 
call 
@ .19

Jan 2.35
put 
@ .19

DEC
29

Exercise  
fut @ 
2.80
Put 
expires

Jan
fut @ 
5.00

Jan
phy @ 
5.00

Result 2.20
Profit

5.00
Purchase

SUMMARY:  2.50 + .00 = 2.50 net cost

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Collar Example – Jan 2021



TOOL
FUTURES

@
$2.536

CAP
@

$2.75
(Cost $.20)

COSTLESS COLLAR
@

$2.80/$2.35
(Costless)

RISK PROFILE • Risk is mitigated at a defined level
• Downside opportunity is eliminated

• Risk is capped at a defined level
• Downside opportunity is unlimited

• Risk is capped at a defined level
• Downside opportunity is limited 

at a defined level

If Market is At… YOUR COST YOUR COST YOUR COST

$2.00 $2.536 $2.20 $2.35

$2.20 $2.536 $2.40 $2.35

$2.60 $2.536 $2.80 $2.60

$2.80 $2.536 $2.95 $2.80

$3.00 $2.536 $2.95 $2.80

Hedge Cost Summary

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Indication only, not tradeable



$0.048

$0.0035

$0.017

Electricity Cost Breakdown (kWh) - $0.0925

Retail AdderRetail Adder

GenerationGeneration

ElectricElectric
Distribution ChargeDistribution Charge

••TransmissionTransmission
••CapacityCapacity
••Loss FactorLoss Factor

••Sales & Gross Receipts TaxesSales & Gross Receipts Taxes

$0.018

$0.006

••AncillariesAncillaries
••ISO FeesISO Fees
••Reliability Must RunReliability Must Run

Pr
ic

es
 F

or
 E

xa
m

pl
e 

Pu
rp

os
es

COST COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

RegulatoryRegulatory

PassPass -- ThruThru

••Customer ChargeCustomer Charge
••Demand ChargeDemand Charge
••Misc. FeesMisc. Fees

••Gross MarginGross Margin
••ShapingShaping
••BalancingBalancing

••Electric ProductionElectric Production

DETERMINANT

Tariff/Risk Tariff/Risk 
Management Management 

Planning/ Planning/ 
Competitive Competitive 
NegotiationNegotiation

Competitive Competitive 
NegotiationNegotiation

ISO AdministeredISO Administered
CostsCosts

Tariff/PassTariff/Pass -- ThruThru

PassPass -- ThruThru

The Cost of Electricity



ACTIVITY ON July 30 2015
Sell a January 2016 futures contract at $54.25

NET STRUCTURE
Maximum sale of $54.25

Minimum sale of $54.25

Fixed Power Sale Example

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

54.25

Sale Revenue = 
$54.25

Sale Revenue = 
$54.25

Source:  CME, ICE



Fixed Power Sale Example
 On July 30, a municipality decides to lock in revenue on 16,000 MW for January 2016 with the sale of a Jan AEP On

Peak Real-Time ICE futures contract @ $54.25

 At the end of January 2016, the municipality allocates the profit/loss on the financially settled power futures contract
and simultaneously sells 16,000 MW into the ISO physical market

 The chart below reflects the seller’s hedge results given a settlement of January prices @ $65.00 or a settlement of
January prices @ $40.00

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Note: These examples exclude commission and fees.

Settlement Price at 65.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

JUL 
30

Jan 
fut @ 
54.25

FEB 
2016 

Jan
fut @ 
65.00

Jan
phy @ 
65.00

Result 10.75
loss

65.00
sale

SUMMARY:  65.00 – 10.75 = 54.25 sale revenue SUMMARY:  40.00 + 14.25 = 54.25 sale revenue

Settlement Price at 40.00

DATE
FINANCIAL 

TRANSACTION
PHYSICAL 

TRANSACTION

BUY SELL BUY SELL

JUL 
30

Jan 
fut @ 
54.25

FEB 
2016 

Jan
fut @ 
40.00

Jan
phy @ 
40.00

Result 14.25
profit

40.00
sale



Purchase Power Example
 Equal futures 

purchase for 1600 
MWH of 
December 2018 
Indiana Hub Day-
Ahead Peak 
power was made 
starting on June 
2017 through 
November 2018 –
totaling 20,800 
MWH

 At the end of 
November 2018, 
the hedge is 
settled against the 
monthly price 
(before December 
begins) and an 
equal amount of 
MWH per day 
(1,040) is then 
settled against the 
final ISO price for 
each peak day in 
the month

Past performance is not indicative of future results



Hedge Methodology Development



Pr
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High

Low

Tolerance for Price Volatility

High

Govt. 
Organizations

Transportation 
Companies

Utilities / Municipality

Industrial / Commercial

Differences are generally 
based upon:
 Company & Industry 

Characteristics
 Energy Consumption 

Characteristics
 Purchasing 

Centralization
 Budget Setting & 

Tracking
 Performance 

Benchmarks

The Risk Spectrum
Despite certain industry commonalities, each organization’s business objectives in 

the Energy Space are distinctly unique. 



Risk Management is…

Identifying, controlling, 
and minimizing 
exposure to adverse 
energy commodity 
price movement. 

Establish 
Policies & 

Procedures

Develop 
Hedge Strategy

Determine 
Hedge Tools

Execute

Track 
Hedges

Benchmark 
Performance

Risk Management Program Design



The BubbleWhy didn’t 
you buy 

more when 
you had the 

chance?

Why did you 
buy high 

prices when 
you could 

have 
waited?

Manage your risk and avoid buyer’s remorse 
by creating a proactive hedging plan and sticking to it.

Source:  Futuresource

A Buyer’s Dilemma



Reasonable Value Methodology

When prices rally to historically
high levels, the high prices
encourage more technology /
production and discourage
demand, eventually driving
prices lower.

Conversely, when prices are
historically low, technology /
production are curtailed and
usage of a commodity tends to
increase, ultimately supporting
a price rally.

COMMODITY MEAN REVERSION

More Value hedges / More Fixed

More Time Hedges / More Options

PR
IC

E

TIME

Median



Hedge Plan Methodology Components
Hedge Plan Methodologies are comprised of multiple components designed to take advantage of lower
priced markets and to ensure a degree of protection in the event markets are sustained at higher levels.
These elements work in conjunction to best mitigate the price risk inherent in commodity markets.

Budget 
Savings & 
Protection

Value

Time

Catastrophic

Tools & 
Discretion

Hedge 
Plan 

Components 

•Savings: implement targets below budget
•Protection: implement targets above budget

BUDGET 

•Take advantage of good historic value

VALUE

•Secure minimum protection in higher priced markets

TIME

•Secure minimum protection in extreme markets

CATASTROPHIC

•Utilize fixed vs options tools under varying market scenarios

TOOLS & DISCRETION



• A primary goal of most energy buyers is to manage the financial risk of established budgets
• An important secondary consideration is avoiding the risk of increased budgets in the future
• FCStone has a budget methodology equally weighted on historical pricing and the forward curve

Budget 
Savings & 
Protection

Value

Time

Catastrophic

Tools & 
Discretion

Budget/Rate

Source: FCStone Know-Risk™

2021 Budget/Rate $33.55 as of Oct 1st 2019

15% Below 2021 Budget/Rate $28.52 Budget Savings Target

15% Above 2021 Budget/Rate $38.58 Stop Protection Target

Hedge 
Plan 

Components 



Power Price Matrix 
PJM Western Hub Peak 

90% - MAX 41.31 - 44.50

80% - 90% 40.05 – 41.31

70% - 80% 38.86 – 40.05

60% - 70% 37.21 – 38.86

50% - 60% 36.46 – 37.21

40% - 50% 35.84 – 36.46

30% - 40% 35.21 – 35.84

20% - 30% 33.62 – 35.21

10% - 20% 31.14 – 33.62

MIN - 10% 26.61 – 31.14

Value

• Construct a Price Matrix that represents historical ‘VALUE’
• Divide the prices equally into deciles based on distribution frequency
• Compare the forward price curve to the Price Matrix and lock-in prices at ‘VALUE’ levels

Va
lu

e
Budget 
Savings & 
Protection

Value

Time

Catastrophic

Tools & 
Discretion

Hedge 
Plan 

Components 

Source: FCStone Know-Risk™



Time

• One way to manage price risk is to mitigate it by a certain 
time period in scaled increments

• Time parameters are employed when budget/rate or value 
targets are not reached

Time-Driven Triggers:
Time Prior to Calendar Year

6 Months 25%

3 Months 25%

Aggregate Volume 50%

Value Budget 
Savings & 
Protection

Value

Time

Catastrophic

Tools & 
Discretion

Hedge 
Plan 

Components 

Source: FCStone Know-Risk™



Budget 
Savings & 
Protection

Value

Time

Catastrophic

Tools & 
Discretion

Catastrophic Price Protection

Full Range

@20% Range

• Commodity markets exhibit a tail to the upside when demand surges or supply is disrupted - these can
be extreme but are usually short in duration

• A commodity hedger can use call options to protect upside tails on unhedged exposure

Hedge 
Plan 

Components 

Power Price Matrix 
PJM Western Hub Peak 

90% - MAX 41.31 - 44.50

80% - 90% 40.05 – 41.31

70% - 80% 38.86 – 40.05

60% - 70% 37.21 – 38.86

50% - 60% 36.46 – 37.21

40% - 50% 35.84 – 36.46

30% - 40% 35.21 – 35.84

20% - 30% 33.62 – 35.21

10% - 20% 31.14 – 33.62

MIN - 10% 26.61 – 31.14

What is a Tail?

A tail is the end 
portion of 
historical 

distribution 
curves 

represented by 
bell-shaped 

graphs that show 
the 90th and/or 
10th decile price 

levels

Source: FCStone Know-Risk™



Tools & Discretion

Basic 
Instruments

Intermediate 
Instruments

Fixed Call Spread

Caps 3 Way Collars

Collars 3 Way Futures

• Fixed price hedges are most effective when prices are historically low while option-based hedges are 
more practical at higher price levels or if forecasts tend to have a greater degree of variability

• Discretion includes the specific hedge tool as well as the use of fundamental and technical indicators

Budget 
Savings & 
Protection

Value

Time

Catastrophic

Tools & 
Discretion

Hedge 
Plan 

Components 

Hedge tool usage parameters can be defined 
by price versus historical value

Source: FCStone Know-Risk™



Sample PJM Hedge Plan Methodology 

Source: FCStone Know-Risk™



What Makes a Good Procurement Plan?

 Utilize markets that provide liquidity and transparency

 Provide some insurance against a catastrophic rise in prices

 Price stability/certainty

 Be prepared to buy good historic value

 Be competitive with peers

 Be methodical and not speculative on unknown variables 
(weather, war, the economy)



Current Market Factors



The Commodity Cycle - Boom to Bust to ???



Product Current Price
As of 4/14/20

YTD
Gain/Loss

YTD
High

YTD
Low

2019
Close

WTI
Crude Oil 20.00 -67% 65.65 19.27 61.06

Brent
Crude 28.00 -58% 71.75 21.65 66.00

Heating Oil .9200 -55% 2.1195 .9303 2.0283

Gasoline .7300 -57% 1.8011 .3760 1.6978

Natural
Gas 1.62 -26% 2.19 1.51 2.19

PJM Peak 19.78 -32% 29.27 17.61 26.07

Source: CME

Energy Market YTD Performance 



• The past decade saw a bull market in equities while natural gas was in a bear market
• Equity markets are threatening to breakdown into a bear market
• Commodities tend to perform better when equities under-perform

Equity Bull Market

Source:  Futuresource

Natural Gas Bear Market

NG Negative Correlation to Equity Markets



• Break-even costs for production in the US are about $50 a barrel
• 2021 WTI currently trading at $30.50 a barrel

US Oil Production Costs Under Water



Source:  EIA  

• Year-over-year production increases from 2017 to 2018 and 2018 to 2019 were over 10% each year
• 2020 production increase was expected to be up 3% but now is likely to be flat by the end of the year  
• 2021 production is expected to be down 5% from 2019 levels

US Natural Gas Production Peak



• An Example:  Drilling activity and reductions in supply usually coincide with low prices.

• Moral to the Story:  Buyers Beware!  This is usually closer to a low.

?

Source: Futuresource, Reuters Eikon

Low Prices Can Dictate Future Supply/Demand



Source:  EIA  

• End of March storage inventory was 1,986 Bcf to start the 2020 injection season
• 10-year average injection was 2,145 Bcf / Max injection was 2,787 Bcf / Last year was 2,625 Bcf
• Potential Ending Oct Storage Inventory – AVERAGE 4,131   MAXIMUM 4,773   LAST YEAR 4,611 

Date Storage
Low

Date Storage
High

Net 
Injection

03/19/10 1,626 11/05/10 3,840 2,214
04/01/11 1,578 11/18/11 3,853 2,275
03/09/12 2,369 11/02/12 3,928 1,559
04/05/13 1,674 11/08/13 3,834 2,160
03/28/14 824 11/07/14 3,611 2,787
03/27/15 1,461 11/20/15 4,009 2,548
03/25/16 2,468 11/11/16 4,047 1,579
03/24/17 2,049 11/03/17 3,790 1,741
04/20/18 1,281 11/09/18 3,247 1,966
03/20/19 1,107 11/01/19 3,732 2,625

Storage = Bcf (billion cubic feet) 10-Year Average Injection – 2,145 Bcf

Year
Peak 

Storage 
(Bcf)

Year
Peak

Storage
(Bcf)

2010 3,840 2015 4,009
2011 3,853 2016 4,047 *
2012 3,928 2017 3,790
2013 3,834 2018 3,247
2014 3,611 2019 3,732

10-Year Average 3,789
* Record High Storage

10-Year History Of Peak Storage Levels Reached By Year

Source:  EIA

Ending Oct Storage Will Be a Record



• March 2020 was the 3rd warmest since 1950 and combined with the virus has negatively impacted demand

• Industrial end user demand is down about 2 Bcf per day from last year

• Residential and commercial demand is down about 3.5 Bcf per day from last year 

• Summer weather could be a big driver for additional demand as planned natural gas capacity additions for 
2020 are 9.3 GW - more than 70% of these additions are in Pennsylvania, Texas, California, and Louisiana.

Source:  NOAA

Demand Impact of Warm March & Virus



• Forecasters at Weather Desk compared the 2020 Jun-August forecast against the top 10 analogs 
since 1950 with similar weather factors

• The summers of 2012 and 2016 both made the top 10 for potential 2020 summer temperatures

• Both those years saw prices start the summer under $2.00 before rallying above $4.00 by winter

?
Source: Futuresource

Does History Repeat Itself?



Source:  EIA

• EIA expects 42 gigawatts (GW) of new capacity additions to start commercial operation in 2020

• Solar and wind represent almost 32 GW, or 76%, of these additions

• Wind accounts for the largest share of these additions at 44%, followed by solar at 32%

Renewables Rule the 20’s



U.S. LNG Exports Might Soften Near-Term
• U.S. LNG exports have remained high even with the recent drop in foreign LNG prices
• Export capacity is set to reach 11-11.5 Bcf per day by July 2020 as new facilities come online

Source:  Reuters

Source:  Reuters



Value is Still “VALUE”

Source:  CME 
50% Decile For Each Time Period Shown In Red

Term Natural 
Gas

WTI
Crude Oil

NY Harbor 
ULSD

Power 
PJM WH

2020 
(remainder) $2.10 $30.25 $1.06 $26.04

2021 $2.60 $36.25 $1.27 $32.18

2022 $2.47 $39.50 $1.41 $30.86

4 Year Historical Value Matrix

Natural Gas WTI Crude Oil NY Harbor 
ULSD

Power 
PJM WH

Mean 2.68 54.59 1.80 36.46

Median 2.70 54.48 1.84 36.46

90% - MAX 3.19 - 4.32 64.59 - 71.60 2.07 - 2.29 41.31 - 44.50

80% - 90% 3.00 - 3.19 61.28 - 64.59 2.00 - 2.07 40.05 – 41.31

70% - 80% 2.89 - 3.00 58.05 - 61.28 1.94 - 2.00 38.86 – 40.05

60% - 70% 2.79 - 2.89 55.89 - 58.05 1.89 - 1.94 37.21 – 38.86

50% - 60% 2.70 - 2.79 54.48 - 55.89 1.84 - 1.89 36.46 – 37.21

40% - 50% 2.60 - 2.70 52.81 - 54.48 1.76 - 1.84 35.84 – 36.46

30% - 40% 2.51 - 2.60 51.30 - 52.81 1.68 - 1.76 35.21 – 35.84

20% - 30% 2.30 - 2.51 49.68 - 51.30 1.60 - 1.68 33.62 – 35.21

10% - 20% 2.10 - 2.30 47.31 - 49.68 1.50 - 1.60 31.14 – 33.62

MIN - 10% 1.60 - 2.10 20.09 - 47.31 0.95 - 1.50 26.61 – 31.14

• Energy markets do work from a “Mean Reversion” application, moving above and below that value
• Forward energy curves are in “VALUE” out as far as we have seen ever



TRANSITORY MARKET FACTORS:
• Coming off one of top ten warmest winters since 1950
• Coronavirus impact on US energy demand expected to impact first half of 2020
• Industrial demand destruction due to the virus heavily impacts Q2 consumption
• April shoulder month usually lowest demand month due to weather transition

FACTORS THAT COULD HAVE A MORE LASTING IMPACT:
• China Phase 1 deal up to $50B of energy purchases over the next two years (oil and LNG)
• 2020 natural gas production now expected to be lower than 2019 by end of 2020
• US oil producers’ investment in exploration and production to decline dramatically 
• Terrorist acts against oil infrastructure in the Middle East can cause short-term price spikes
• Forecast growth in power sector consumption of natural gas up by 1.3% in 2020
• NOAA forecasts above normal temperatures this summer for most of the US
• Risk of FED stimulus plan reigniting inflation concerns, leading to a rotation from 

bonds/stocks to commodities

Look at the Big Picture
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